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Abstract:
In today’s IT field scalability on storage resources are provided by cloud computing. Moreover dataintensive applications are also developed in this technology. Occurrence of data Corruption on these DIA (data
intensive applications) does not meet the QoS Requirements. So in order to satisfy the requirements, we are
comparing two algorithms from existing paper one is HQFR which uses the greedy algorithms. HQFR algorithm
cannot minimize the cost of data replication and the count of QoS violated data replicas. These two objectives of
QADR problem has been achieved by using MCMF algorithm which provides an optimal solution in polynomial
time. But when compared to HQFR algorithm its computation time is high, since we have to consider more number
of nodes as it is in cloud environment. To find a solution for this time complexity, Combination of nodes–
Technique has been introduced in MCMF. Demonstration of these algorithms has been implemented under
Windows Azure environment which provides comparatively good results for data replication. Further this
implementation has been extended to concern energy consumption in cloud environment.
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Introduction:
Cloud Computing delivers essential information for Enterprises from various storage
resources without knowing their origin. Some of the issues which are playing a major role in large
scale organizations while working under cloud are areas of cloud applications management cloud
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backup and recovery, cloud interoperability, cloud data analytics, liability issues for data loss on
clouds, data integration on clouds, cloud energy consumption, big data on clouds, etc. Out of these
issues, we are focusing on data loss and energy consumption on cloud. To endure the data
corruption and to provide high data availability, the data replication technique is widely adopted in
the cloud computing system. Data Replication not only copies a database but also synchronizes a
set of replicas so that changes made to one replica are reflected in all the others. The goal of
replication is, it enables many users to work with their own local copy of a database but have the
database updated as if they were working on a single, centralized database. Replication is often the
most efficient method of database access for database applications where users are geographically
widely distributed. Due to limited replication space of a storage node, the data replicas of some
applications may be stored in lower performance nodes. Those data replicas which don’t satisfy the
QoS Requirements of DIA (Data Intensive Applications) are called as QoS-violated data replicas
[1] .The count of QoS-violated data replicas is expected to be as small as possible to provide QoS
on those applications. This Data Replication technique to cloud Provides benefits such as faster
recovery time, Off-site real time data copies, to store and replicate data without external software
etc.,
Related Work:
Failures in accessing data under cloud use techniques such as check point and data
replication. Occurrences of Name node failure can be tolerated by using this checkpoint technique
where the state of the file system namespace has been restored in the disk of NameNode .To
protect the stored data blocks in DataNode from failure has been done by Data Replication
Technique [1] in the stored data blocks is protected by data replication technique.
K. Shvachko, H. Kuang, S. Radia, and R. Chansler, et.al briefly explained the HDFS
where the data replication technique has been extensively adopted. HDFS [3] has master/slave
architecture which consists of a single NameNode, a master server that manages the file system
namespace and regulates access to files by clients and a number of DataNodes, which manages
storage attached to the nodes that they run on. Internally, a file is split into one or more blocks and
these blocks are stored in a set of DataNodes. An application can specify the number of replicas of
a file and the replication factor can be specified at file creation time and can be changed later.

Fig:1 HDFS Architecture
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In DataNode, by default, replica factor was taken as two for a single data block. If a data
block is written to the DataNode n, the original copy of this data block is stored in the disk of the
DataNode n. Two replicas of this data block are stored in two different DataNodes where the rack
numbers are different with that of the DataNode n.
A. Gao and L. Diao, et al. discussed about the consistency maintenance problem of data
replica in cloud. They proposed lazy update method [6] which improved the data access
throughput and reduction in response time
W. Li, Y. Yang, J. Chen, and D. Yuan et.al presented a mechanism which provides data
reliability for the replicated data .It is based on proactive replica checking which is cost effective
since it reduces storage space consumption.
X. Tang and J. Xu et.al discussed about QADR problem and proved that it is NP-Complete.
Without abusing QoS requirements, both the insertion and deletion of data object replicas are done
by two algorithms: l-Greedy-Insert and l-Greedy-Delete [8], which results in exceeded execution
time.
M. Shorfuzzaman, P. Graham, and R. Eskicioglu et.al presented a distributed replica
placement algorithm based on dynamic programming for reducing the execution time and it has
been done on data grid systems. It has been designed to satisfy QoS requirements by identifying
replication locations, to provide reliability on data and Performance measure.
X. Fu, R. Wang, Y. Wang, and S. Deng et.al addressed replica problem under mobile grid
environment for mobile users. They proposed solution by using dynamic programming and binary
search problem resulting data availability and high data accessibility.
A. M. Soosai, A. Abdullah, M. Othman, R. Latip, M. N. Sulaiman, and H. Ibrahim, et.al
described a strategy called Least Value Replacement (LVR), deals about storage constraints and
QoS requirements under data grid. Here the storage limitation problem on replica has been
overcome by replacement i.e. listing some information such as future values of files and frequent
access. QADR problem considers the replication contention among data blocks because of
replication storage limitation. This may cause some data replicas that cannot satisfy the QoS
requirements of DIA [1]. Here the problem of violated replicas arises and the previous work
doesn’t proceed to minimize this violation. If there are many data object replicas to be placed in
the server, the replicas of some data objects cannot be stored successfully for the server with
limited storage space. In such case, the unsuccessful data object replicas will be put in other
servers without QoS satisfaction. We can now undergo the problem of QADR [8] with various
algorithms under cloud environment for data intensive applications.
Problem Definition of QADR:
1. Consider a cloud computing system which runs applications and stores data in a set of
storage Node S and the functionality of Nodes are based on HDFS.
2. The running application writes a data block b to the disk of r, where r ∈ S, a request has
been sent from r to make a number of copies of replica of b to the disks of other nodes.
Many concurrent replication requests issued from different nodes at a certain time instant.
Each node cannot store too many data replicas from other nodes due to space limitation.
3. The replicated data for block b will be stored at q(q∈ S) as dr. This data replica dr is
related with RC and AC i .e. Replication cost and access time respectively with desired
access time T.
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4. If there is any data corruption and the original data b cannot be read successfully, the node
r tries to get the data from the replication which is stored in q as dr. And the dr is termed as
a QoS violated data replica if AC > T.
5. The QADR Problem in cloud tries to minimize the data replication cost and the count of
QoS violated data replica using optimal replica replacement strategy to achieve the
objective.
Replication Algorithms
Set of requested
nodes

Sort nodes based on
associated access time

|S q ri| <r f
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Store data
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replication storage
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Update
replication
space

Update
replication space

Fig 2: HQFR Algorithm
Optimal replica replacement:
In optimal replica replacement algorithm the set of requested nodes which is indicated as S
n and the output will be QoS-violated data replicas. It is easy to obtain the MCMF solution of the
network flow graph by applying existing polynomial- time MCMF algorithm. In this we are using
node combination techniques such as rack-based combination and equivalent state combination to
avoid the large computational time.
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Performance Evaluation:
We used real time public cloud to evaluate the performance of the replication algorithms in
a large scale cloud computing system. We are experimenting our proposed algorithm under this
cloud with 6 to 10 nodes. Windows Azure is Microsoft's application platform for the public cloud.
Windows Azure is used to build a web application that runs and stores its data in Windows Azure
datacenters [15]. Windows Azure provides several different ways to store and manage data. By
HQFR algorithm we cannot minimize the replication cost [1] and number of QoS violated data
replicas. To overcome this we used MCMFR algorithm which gives comparatively good result for
obtaining the objectives but the computational time is high. By using C-MCMFR algorithm [1] the
nodes are combined to reduce the computational time and the objectives are also achieved. In
addition to replica allocation, Energy Efficient Storage Node Identification Technique
(EESNIT)[13]is proposed to reduce energy consumption in transport and switching process
involved.
The proposed system is evaluated by considering the parameters such as replication cost,
average recovery time, Qos violation ratio [12] and execution time.
Replication cost [1] is the cost associated with replica deployment, dynamic replica
creation and tear down at n candidate locations. Given client access patterns, replica failure
patterns, network partition patterns, a required consistency level and a target level of availability,
the minimal replication cost is the lower bound on a system's replication cost. The lower the
replication cost better is the system performance.
If the requested node cannot read a data block from its disk due to data corruption, recovery
time is the time taken by it to retrieve one replica of the data bock from another node. Shorter the
recovery time better is the efficiency.

Fig 3: Replication Cost Vs Requested nodes
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QoS violation ratio [1] is the ratio of total number of QoS-violated data block replicas to total
number of data block replicas.
It is the time taken to complete the replication process which involves disk I/O for processing
of large volume of data, replica identification and allocation

Fig 4: Recovery Time Vs Requested Nodes
Network-based cloud computing is rapidly expanding as an alternative to conventional officebased computing. As cloud computing becomes more widespread, the energy consumption of the
network and computing resources that underpin the cloud will grow. This is happening at a time
when there is increasing attention being paid to the need to manage energy consumption across the
entire information and communications technology (ICT) sector. While data center energy use has
received much attention recently, there has been less attention paid to the energy consumption of
the transmission and switching networks that are key to connecting users to the cloud. Cloud
computing can enable more energy-efficient use of computing power, especially when the
computing tasks are of low intensity or infrequent and easily accessible.
Conclusion & Future enhancements
We have proceeded the QADR problem under real time public cloud and we solve the
minimum objectives of the existing system. And also we used a technique called EESNIT to
enable more computing power. Nowadays in ICT sector utilizes entire information with minimum
energy consumption. So this technique is more useful for the users those who are working under
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cloud as it contains many storage nodes. Here we solved the problem of QoS requirement of an
data intensive application [1].
In the future we can try to impose security for individual data which is going to get replicated.
This algorithm will be also extended to use mobile service.
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